The "if" direction of Theorem 1 follows from a theorem of Brooks, Brown, Pak, and Taylor [1] . Let N(f) denote the Nielsen number of the map /. Recall that each map homotopic to / must have at least N(f) distinct fixed points. THEOREM 2. (Brook, Brown, Pak, and Taylor [1] ).
Iff: T n ->T n is a continuous map, then N(f) = \L(f)\.
The converse direction of Theorem 1 is deduced from the more precise result, Theorem 3. When Theorem 4 is specialized to tori, it gives a map g homotopic to the given periodic map /: T* -> T n , whose numbers of periodic points of various periods are exactly the lower bounds implied by Theorem 2. Theorem 3 for an arbitrary map /: T n -> T n is proved by homotoping / to a map g which with a "change of coordinates" takes the form g: T n = T k xT n~k -^T k xT n~k = T n f g{x, y) = (a(x) , r(x, y)) where a: T k ->T k is periodic. We homotopy a to an a according to Theorem 4 and then, using an induction hypothesis we homotopy r on the sets {x} x T n~k for x a periodic point of a. This gives a map whose periodic points are the same as a map of the form a x b:
This is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 by induction, but it gives a map with possibly more periodic points than the lower bound set in Theorem 2. In special cases the lower bound in Theorem 2 can be achieved by refinements in the technique outlined above. So we make the following conjecture.
Conjecture. Given a map/: T n ->T n . Then there exists a smooth map g homotopic to / such that # {x e T n | x is a periodic point of g of least period m} = r m where r ι = | L(f) \ and for q :> 2
This work was motivated by a question of Shub and Sullivan which appears on page 140 of Hirsch [3] . Shub and Sullivan ask whether every map homotopic to g: T 2 -> T 2 must have an infinite number of periodic points where g is the map covered by the linear _ /2 1\ map g: R 2 -> R 2 whose matrix is L +\. Since the Lefschetz numbers L(g n ) are easily seen to be unbounded, a positive answer follows from the theorem of Brooks, Brown, Pak, and Taylor, Theorem 2. An elementary, transparent proof of a special case of Theorem 2 is presented in Proposition 1.
2* Preliminaries* Denote the integers by Z, the rationale by PERIODIC POINTS ON TORI 119 Q, and the reals by R. For each aeR n let T a : R n -> R n denote the translation by α, T a b = 6 + α for 6 6 Λ\ Set ^ = {T a \ a e Z n }. Let TΓ: Λ % --» T n denote the usual covering map which identifies T n with R n lJ/~ Recall that an n x n matrix A is unimodular provided it has integer entries and det A = ±1, or equivalently, it has integer entries and an inverse with integer entries. Clearly, the rows of a matrix A with integer entries form a basis for the module Z n over Z if and only if A is unimodular.
We will use the form of Nielsen fixed point theorem which states that if /: X-+ X is a continuous map of a compact manifold X into itself, then each map g homotopic to / must have at least N{f) fixed points, where N(f) is the Nielsen number of/. Furthermore, N(g) = N(f), (Brown [2] ). The Nielsen number N(f) is defined as follows. First an equivalence relation ~ is defined on the set F of fixed points of /. Two fixed points x, y eF are equivalent, x ~ y, provided there is a path 7 in X from x to y such that /Όγ is end points fixed homotopic to 7. The set of equivalence classes F/~ is known to be finite and each equivalence class is compact.
Using a fixed point index I, such as defined in [2] Proof. Let x be a fixed point of /. Using an appropriate restriction of π: R n -> T n for a coordinate system about x 9 we see that df x expressed in these coordinates is A. Since det (1 -A) = Π?=i (1 -λ*), where λ t , , λ» are the characteristic roots of A, we see that det (1 -A) Φ 0. Hence x is an isolated fixed point. Therefore, i(x) = ±1 as det (1 -A) is positive or negative, and so i(x) is independent of x. The Lefschetz fixed point formula asserts that the sum of the i(x) as x ranges over the fixed points of/ is L(f). Hence the number of fixed points is |L(/)|.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and the homotopy invariance of N(f), we see that we may assume that / is covered by a linear map A: R n -> R n and that 1 is not a characteristic root of A. From Lemma 2 we know that the set F of fixed points of / satisfies # F = | L(f) |, and i(x) Φ 0 for each x e F. To prove the present proposition it is sufficient to show that if x, y e F 9 and x Φ y, then x is not Nielsen equivalent to y. For then, each {x} with x e F will be a distinct Nielsen equivalence class and their number, #JF-|L(/)|, will be equal to JV(/) by the definition of N(f).
Assume x,yeF, x Φ y, and x -y. Then there is a path 7 in T n from x to y such that 7 is end points fixed homotopic to /°7. Let y: 1-^ R n be a lift of 7, πoy -7, going from 7(0) = x to 7(1) -2/. Then A07 covers /°7, since π° A = foπ. Set α = 2 --4(7(0)) = 2 -A(τ). Since π(A(β)) = f(π{%)) = /(«) = a? and π(2) = » we deduce that αeZ . Then π<>T a = π and so Γ α o4oγ is also a lift of /°7, τro Γ α oio7 = 7Γ0A07 = /o7Γ©7 = /°7. Also note that Γ/io7(0) = -4(7(0)) 4-α = 2 = 7(0). Since 7 is end point fixed homotopic to /°7, we have Γ β oAo?(l)=7(l). Therefore 7(1)-
. From x Φ y and ίry(0) = cc and τr(7)(l) = y, we conclude that 7(0) Φ 7(1). Hence 7(1) -7(0) is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue 1, a contradiction. , v^-J. Set w i = (w}, , w»_i) for 2 < i <* n -1. Form the matrix C indicated below.
where i = -det A. Then expanding det C on the last column we find det C = av n + βd = 1. Thus the last w -1 rows satisfy the lemma. and the greatest common divisor of its coordinates is 1. Hence by Lemma 3 there is an (n -r + 1) x (n -r + 1) unimodular matrix C such that the first row is a r /d, , ccjd. Set
Then A is unimodular, and its first r rows are I? •, B rl , u which
, n^l, is a map and A is the matrix of Proof. Let X ίf * ,λ n be the characteristic roots of H^f). By Lemma 5 we know that \X t \ ^1 for all i.
Next we will show that for each ΐ, | λ* | =0 or 1. Suppose not. Let U = {% I λ, Φ 0}, and q = #17. Let All the roots of Q(X) have unit modulus. It is known, [4] page 122, that if all the roots of a monic polynomial with integer coefficients have unit modulus, then they all are roots of unity. This completes the proof.
Geometric lemmas* LEMMA 7. Suppose the finite group G acts smoothly on a compact manifold M, and that P = {x e M | gx = x for some g e G, g Φ 1} is finite. Then there exists a Morse function <ρ:M-*R such that φ o g = φ for all g eG. Furthermore, each xeP is a critical point of φ.
Proof. Following Milnor [5] , we will say that a smooth map f:M->R is "good" on a set SdM if / has no degenerate critical points on S.
We begin by obtaining a first approximation, a smooth map Ψ: M-+ R, which is invariant (i.e., Ψ°g = Ψ for all g e G) and is good on a neighborhood V of P. Then we perturb Ψ equivariently to the desired Morse function φ.
It is easy to define a smooth map h: ikf -> R such that each x e P is a nondegenerate critical point of index zero, i.e., in a local coordinate system about x the first partial derivatives vanish and the matrix of second partial derivatives is positive definite at x. These same conditions also hold for each hog, geG, and consequently W -^gzGh°g is a first approximation as desired. Clearly, the set V where Ψ is good, is open, contains P, and satisfies g(V) -V for all geG.
Note that gx Φ x for all xeM -V and geG, g Φ 1. Now a rather straightforward equivarient version of the argument used in Milnor [5] , Theorem 2.7, to prove the existence of Morse functions serves to show that Ψ can be perturbed to an equivarient Morse function φ. A sketch of this equivarient version follows.
We may find coordinate neighborhoods U lf , U r such that
M-Vcz(jU if
PndfUP,) = 0, and U i for 1 ^ % ^ r and g e G, g Φ 1. Then ^'(C/J Π g{U % ) = 0 for 1 ^ i ^ r and #, #' eG, g Φ g'. We can also find compact sets C* c £7* such that C t , , C r cover ikf -V. We may alter Ψ in stages so that at the ΐth stage, the new Ψ is still equivarient and is good on
U i=l
At the ith step we simply apply the procedure used in the proof of Theorem 2.7 of [5] to £7, and then alter Ψ on g(U t ), for geG, g Φ 1, so as to preserve the property Ψ©g = g for all geG. Now assume that Ψ: D m -> ilί satisfies Lemma 8 as stated. We will show that for any xeM-(PUS), f can be altered so as to satisfy Lemma 8 with S replaced by S U {x}. We will use a connectedness argument. Since dim M ^ 2 and P U S is finite, the space ikf-PU S is connected. Let V = {xeM-P[j S\ Lemma 8 holds with S replaced by S U {x}}.
The set V is clearly open in Λf -(P(jS). We will show that {M -(P U S)) -F is also open. Let xe(M-(PUS)) -V. lίgxeS
for some geG, then Ψ already satisfies S\J {x} c?F(intZ) m ). Hence gxί S for all 0e G. Since gx Φ x for all geG, # =£ 1, we may find a coordinate neighborhood U oί x which is diffeomorphic to an open m-ball and such that g(U) c M -(P U S), and g(U)f]U=^ 0 for all # e G, 0 9f c l. Then g(U) Π A(Ϊ7) = 0 ίor g, keG, g Φ h. We claim that ί/c(M-(PuS))-7. Suppose not. Then we can find a y e U f]V. Let &: ikf -> Λf be a diffeomorphism which is fixed outside of U and &(#) = as. Define k: Λf -> ilf by
Then fe is a well defined diffeomorphism, and Lemma 8 is satisfied with ?F replaced by fc © Ψ and S replaced by S U {#}. In fact, for each geG, kog = #ofc and so (fcoψ)~ιogoφoψ) -ψ~ιogoψ. This proves the claim, and hence
Since F ^ 0, we have F = Λf -(P U S), and the induction step is complete.
5* Proofs of the theorems*
Proof of Theorem 4. First recall that a flow on M is a smooth map F: M x R-> M such that with the notation F t (x) -F(x, t) we have F s oF t = F s+ί for all s, £ e R, and F o = 1^. An orbit of F is a function of the form F X :R-*M where £ 6 Λf and F*(t) = J^(a?, t) for all ί e /?. An orbit F x is periodic if F x (s) = i^^O) for some s Φ 0. Thus the constant orbits are considered to be periodic.
The idea of the proof is to obtain a flow H t :M^M such that the orbits H x for xe P are constants and these are the only periodic orbits, and H t of = /o £Γ t . Then g = H^f will satisfy the conclusions of the theorem. The desired flow H t is obtained in several steps.
Since f N -1, we have a smooth action of Z\nZ on M. Let φ:M->R be the Morse function given by Lemma 7. It is easy to obtain an equivarient Riemannian metric on M. Just average over Z/nZ any Riemannian metric. Then the gradient of φ with respect to this equivarient Riemannian metric is an equivarient vector field v. The vector field v determines a flow F on M which satisfies (5) and (6) we see that η(x) = dhr 1 \ h{x) w(h(x) ) and all its derivatives approach 0 as x -> x Q . Hence η(x) is smooth and therefore so is H t (x) .
It is clear from the definition of H t (x) and the properties of G t (x) that the only periodic orbits of H are the constant orbits H x for x e P. It is also clear from the fact that x->Ψ~\f{Ψ(x))) is the restriction of a orthogonal linear map to D m , that foh = h<>f and hence f°H t = H t°f for all t. The map (x, t) -> H t (f(x)) is a homotopy from H 0°f = / to the smooth map # = H λ of. It is easy to see that the set of periodic points of H.of is P and that H 1 of\P = f\P. This completes the proof. Proof. We wish to apply Theorem 4. If follows from Lemma 2 that P = {x 6 T fc I 0 r (z) = x for some r, 1 ^ r < iSΓ} is finite. Since N ^ 2, λj =£ 1 for all characteristic roots λ f and hence
by formula (*). Hence, we can find an x o e T k such that g(x 0 ) = x Q . Therefore Theorem 4 gives a smooth map g homotopic to g such that P = the set of periodic points of g, and g \ P = g \ P. It follows from Lemma 2 applied to g, and formula (*), that for 1 ^ m < N, REMARK. In our application of Lemma 9 in the proof of Theorem 3, Lemma 9 needs to be augmented by the following observation. Lemma 9 also holds when k = 1 and N ^ 1. We verify this as follows. It is easy to deduce that A = l κ i or A --l Λ i. In the first case, Al Λ i, we can homotopy g = l Γ i to a rotation g of the circle S 1 = T 1 by an angle which has an irrational ratio to 2ττ. Such a g has no periodic points and Lemma 9 is verified in this case.
In the second case, A = -l Λ i, g is a reflection and there are exactly two fixed points x 0 and χ ίm It is easy to homotopy g to a map £ which leaves # 0 and α^ fixed, and moves all other points away from x 0 and closer to x x . Then x Q and x ι will be the only periodic points of g. It is easy to calculate that a m (g) = 2 for all m ^ 1, and so Lemma 9 holds in this case also.
Proof of Theorem 3. We prove Theorem 3 by induction on n. By convention R° and T° are singletons. Hence the case n = 0 holds trivially. Now assume that n > 0 and the theorem holds for all m <n.
Let /: T n -> T n be a map. By Lemma 1 we may assume that / is covered by a linear map F: R n -> R n . By Lemma 5 we have Then dim ΪΓ ^ 1, F'% 6 W for all % e FT, and (F*)^ = « for all a; 6 W. , X k and X k+1 , , λ Λ are the characteristic roots of A and JB respectively. Let i k l
